
 

Policy Memo: 

Rolling Back 

Permitting 

Requirements Will Cripple Vital 

Infrastructure Projects 
n August 2020, the Trump Administration made changes to the National Environmental 

Policy Act that limited review of federal infrastructure projects and made it easier for 

federal agencies to approve projects, thereby speeding up the permitting process.i These 

permits are used to approve freeways, power plants, pipelines, and other infrastructure 

projects. The Administration stated that speeding up the permitting process would save 

hundreds of millions of dollars over a decade. Martin Durbin, president of the U.S. Chamber 

of Commerce’s Global Energy Institute, said the rollback 

“will modernize and rationalize the permitting process 

so that we can get these projects built at a state and local 

level.”ii 

 

President Biden plans to compel every federal 

infrastructure investment to reduce climate pollution 

and require any permitting decision to consider the 

effects of greenhouse gas emissions and climate 

change.iii Like many of the Biden Administration’s 

planned executive actions, this permitting requirement would re-implement regulations that 
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…“ a project could be 

sustainable and 

environmentally friendly 

and still face delays or 

permit rejection, as is the 

case with the Keystone 

pipeline.” 

Issue: Rejecting Federal Overreach 

 



 

require greater federal environmental oversight. This could slow the permitting process and 

derail future infrastructure investment projects, says the American Energy Alliance:  

To slow the permitting process, Biden could require onerous and lengthy reviews to 

evaluate whether a project’s economic impact is outweighed by its potential emissions 

impact, i.e., he could make the process so burdensome and expensive for pipeline 

developers that they cancel the project. A spokeswoman for a group supporting Biden’s 

candidacy, for example, recently said this about a cancelled New Hampshire gas 

pipeline: “Prevent[ing] new infrastructure from being built is a win in itself.”iv 

As the American Energy Alliance points out, this requirement would make it difficult for 

developers to obtain federal permits to build fossil fuel infrastructure, forcing them to use 

surface transportation that is expensive, less safe, and more harmful to the environment.v 

Future projects vital to American infrastructure could be delayed, or even canceled, due to 

burdensome regulations. This could be especially harmful to Texas, which is home not only 

to large oil and gas behemoths, but also to thousands of small oil and gas producers whose 

operations would be jeopardized.vi  

 

Additionally, even as most of the private energy 

sector continues to make large advancements in 

clean energy and emissions reduction, there is 

still pushback from hardline environmentalists 

on new projects. The Keystone XL pipeline 

(developed by Canada’s TC Energy) has pledged 

to only use renewable energy and to eliminate all 

greenhouse-gas emissions from operations by 

2030.vii The pledges are apparently not enough, as President Biden rescinded the project’s 

permit in one of his first actions as president. According to the American Energy Alliance, 

moving the oil through a pipeline produces 42 percent fewer emissions than the current 

method of transportation by rail.viii 

 

Key Point: These permitting requirements place an undue burden on infrastructure 

developers and slow progress on important energy projects. Further, a project could 

be sustainable and environmentally friendly and still face delays or permit rejection, 

as is the case with the Keystone pipeline.  

  
The Texas Energy Project is a project of the Texas Conservative Coalition Research Institute (TCCRI), a public policy research 

organization based in Austin, Texas. See txenergyproject.org and txccri.org for more information. 
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